
National Geographic DVD Worksheets p 116-127

Irregular verbs p 128-129

Speaking cards p 130-133

Play p 134-135

Unit Reading Vocabulary Grammar

Introduction 

p 4-7

Adverbs of frequency, Possessive pronouns, 
Much/many; Too/enough; Both/either/neither;
Some/any/every/no; A lot of/a few/a little
Question tags; Adverbs of manner

1 Fascinating Places

p 8-15

My travels!
The Grand Canyon
Secret Destinations

Description of places
Landmarks

Present Simple and Present Continuous
Stative verbs; See and think
Relative clauses

2 Amazing Science

p 16-23

Inventions
Life Beyond Earth?
Science and technology: 
how much do you know?

Invention-related words
Space-related words
Technology-related words

Past Simple and Past Continuous
Present Perfect Simple and Past Simple

Review 1             p 24-25   Vocabulary & Grammar tasks / Song            

3 The Natural World

p 26-33

The Cortuga wildfires
Creatures from the past
The Greenest School in Britain

Natural disasters
Animal-related words
Environment-related words

Present Perfect Continuous
Present Perfect Simple and Present Perfect 
Continuous 
Comparatives and superlatives

4 Myths and Legends

p 34-41

The Minotaur
The Mystery of the Missing Pilot
Once upon a time ...

Myths and legends
Flight-related words

Past Perfect Simple
Past Simple and Past Perfect Simple

Review 2             p 42-43   Vocabulary & Grammar tasks / Song            

5 Ambitions

p 44-51

The Perfect Job?
Challenges
In Your Dreams!

Career-related words
Gadgets and equipment

Future Simple; Be going to
Future Continuous
Future Perfect Simple

6 Remarkable People

p 52-59

People who changed the World
The Girl in the Photo
Amazing Kids

Nature-related words
Jobs

Gerunds; Infinitives
Gerunds and infinitives

Review 3             p 60-61   Vocabulary & Grammar tasks / Song            

7 Mind and Body

p 62-69

Health Matters
The Power of Perfume
What’s your problem?

Health-related words and 
expressions

Can and could; Be able to
May and might; Must and can’t
Must; Have to; Should and ought to

8 The Arts

p 70-77

What’s in a picture?
Hip hop
Show Time!

Art-related words Present Simple passive; Past Simple passive
Passive voice: other tenses and modals

Review 4             p 78-79   Vocabulary & Grammar tasks / Song            

9 Extreme Sports

p 80-87

Adventure on the cliff
Dangerous Fun!
Weird Sports

Sports-related words Zero Conditional; First Conditional; Unless
Second Conditional
Third Conditional

10 Crime

p 88-95

The Thief on the Bus
The Iceman
Crime and Punishment!

Crime-related words Wishes
Reflexive pronouns

Review 5             p 96-97   Vocabulary & Grammar tasks / Song            

11 Communication

p 98-105

In Touch with the World
Animal Talk
Getting the message across!

Communication-related 
words

Reported Speech: Statements
Questions; Commands; Requests
Changes in time and place

12 Shopping

p 106-113

Who needs Money?
More than a Shoe?
Live to Shop?

Shopping-related words The Causative
Clauses of purpose; Clauses of contrast

Review 6         p 114-115   Vocabulary & Grammar tasks / Song            
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Listening Speaking
Phrasal Verbs/ 
Prepositions

Functional 
language

Writing

Characters 

Complete notes
Number pictures

Talk about a famous landmark Phrasal Verbs Using time expressions There is/There are vs It is/They are
Description of a famous place 
or landmark

Number pictures
Two-option lozenges
Multiple matching

Talk about an invention
Describe a picture of an 
invention

Prepositions Emphasising with so and 
such

Ordering ideas
Email 

Complete notes
True or False

Talk about natural disasters Phrasal Verbs Talking about what is or 
isn’t worth doing

Giving your opinion
Letter

Number pictures
Complete a table
Multiple choice

Talk about expressions from 
Greek mythology
Talk about books suitable for 
various people

Prepositions Talking about plans that 
change

Showing narrative sequence
Story

Complete adverts
Tick correct pictures

Talk about your future career Phrasal Verbs Using be about to for 
immediate future plans

Topic sentences
Article

Multiple choice
Two-option lozenges
Multiple matching

Talk about a famous person
Speaking cards

Prepositions Explaining with too and 
enough

Linking ideas
Email

Tick the correct pictures
True or False

Talk about health and fitness Phrasal Verbs Asking for and giving 
advice

Expressions asking for or giving 
advice 
Letter of advice

Tick correct boxes
Multiple choice
True or False

Talk about a poster, photo, 
picture, card or postcard
Speaking cards

Prepositions Asking for opinion Organising information
Review

True or False
Multiple choice

Talk about extreme sports Phrasal Verbs Using adjectives with 
numbers

Using informal language
Email

Tick the correct pictures
Complete a police report
Number the stories

Talk about crime in your area
Describe a picture of crimes

Prepositions Expressing disbelief Ordering events in a story
Story

True or False
Tick the correct boxes

Talk about ways of 
communicating

Phrasal Verbs Showing that something 
is true for someone else 
with so and neither

Discussing advantages and 
disadvantages
Article

Multiple choice
Change words in bold
Complete an advert

Speaking cards Prepositions Clothes shopping Using headings in reports
Report

aking
Phras
Prepo



Remarkable People
Remarkable People
Remarkable People
Remarkable People

a Greece, Iceland and Italy

b France, Germany and Spain

c Finland, Romania and Sweden

Which are the most volcanic 
countries in Europe?

QuizQuiz

Volcanologists are scientists who research 
volcanoes. Sometimes they put on 
protective suits and climb down into craters 
to collect lava and volcanic rock. They want 
to get information which could help us 
predict when volcanoes will erupt. They also 
want to find out about the formation of the 
Earth millions of years ago.
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Choose the correct answers.

1 What kind of a student was Darwin?
 a He was a genius.
 b He was a bad student.

2 When did Darwin start collecting insects?
 a when he was at Edinburgh University
 b when he was at Cambridge University

3 What was important about Darwin’s trip?
 a He saw many different kinds of birds there.
 b It gave him new ideas about species.

4 How did Darwin feel about his family?
 a They made him very happy.
 b They weren’t as important as his work.

5 What is true about Darwin’s ideas?
 a They are popular nowadays.
 b Most scientists still disagree with them.

ComprehensionComprehension

VocabularyVocabulary
Find words in the project that have these meanings. 
The words are in the same order as they appear in 
the text.

1 watching closely                                

2 kind of plant or animal                                

3 hard thing that a small animal lives in                                

4 belief in a god or gods                                

5 insects with hard backs                                

6 a trip by sea                                

7  a single plant or animal collected as 
an example                                

8 think someone is good or clever                                

ReadingReading
Read Jake’s project about Charles Darwin. What did 
Darwin do on the expedition to South America?

People who changed the World
Charles Darwin was a scientist who changed our 
understanding of the natural world. He is known as 
the Father of Modern Biology. Darwin spent all his 
life observing nature and making notes about all 
the species he found.

Darwin was born in 1809 in England. Like many 
geniuses he didn’t do well at school and got poor 
marks. He was a good athlete though and loved 
exploring nature and collecting sea shells. He 
also kept doing chemistry experiments and so his 
classmates gave him the nickname ‘Gas’.

His father was a doctor and expected Charles to 
become one too. Charles started studying medicine at 
Edinburgh University, but soon gave up his studies 
there. He went on to study religion at Cambridge 
University instead. There he started collecting 
beetles and neglected his studies.

In 1831, at the age of 22, Darwin went on a five-year 
expedition to South America, Australia and South 
Africa by ship. He was often seasick, but the things 
he saw on this voyage changed his life. He collected 
many fossils as well as animal and plant specimens. 
He spent the rest of his life studying what he had 
seen and he wrote many books. 

In 1839, Darwin married his cousin, Emma 
Wedgwood, with whom he had ten children! He was 
a loving father and enjoyed family life, which was 
always more important to him than his research. In 
spite of having many health problems throughout 
his life, Darwin lived until he was 73.

Darwin’s most famous book ‘On the Origin of 
Species’ came out in 1859 and sold out in a day. It 
said that all living things were related, which meant 
that human beings were just another kind of animal. 
These ideas were not popular at first, but now most 
people agree with them and admire Darwin as a 
brilliant scientist.
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GrammarGrammar

 Do the quiz, then listen and check your answers.

1 Which of these isn’t a play by Shakespeare?
 a The Birds
 b Hamlet

2  Which group did John Lennon and Paul McCartney 
belong to?

 a The Rolling Stones
 b The Beatles

3 Where was the artist Picasso from?
 a Italy
 b Spain

4 Which famous actress later became a politician?
 a Melina Mercouri
 b Sophia Loren

5  What kind of athletes take part in a competition 
at Wimbledon every summer?

 a swimmers
 b tennis players

ListeningListening

Write a paragraph about a famous person from your 
country. Answer the questions in the Speaking task.

WritingWriting

Think of a famous person (dead or alive) from your 
country and ask and answer these questions with 
your partner.

What’s his/her name?
What is/was he/she? (e.g. actor, scientist, politician)
What is he/she famous for?
Why do people in your country admire him/her?
What do you think of him/her?

SpeakingSpeaking

Gerunds

We can use gerunds:
a  as the subject or object of a sentence.

Collecting wild flowers is my hobby.
I like collecting wild flowers.

b  after prepositions.
He’s interested in studying biology.

c  after the verb go to describe activities.
We often go walking in the mountains.

d  after these verbs and phrases: admit, be used to, 
can’t stand, deny, dislike, enjoy, feel like, finish, keep, look 
forward to, (don’t) mind, miss, practise, spend time, suggest.

 They feel like exploring nature.

A Circle the correct words.

 1 How did Edward manage reading / to read that book?

 2 I’m really good at running / to run long distances.

 3 Write / Writing poems is quite difficult.

 4 Lorna wants to become / becoming an artist.

 5 Vicky and Jan go to climb / climbing once a week.

 6 Pavlos was proud being / to be team captain.

B  Complete the paragraph with the gerund or 
infinitive form of the verbs in brackets.

  Nadia Comaneci enjoyed (1)                                   (do) 
gymnastics from an early age. When she was six, her 
parents decided (2)                                   (send) her to 
a special school for gymnasts. There she spent most 
of her time (3)                                   (train) and her 
teachers encouraged her (4)                                   (enter) 
lots of competitions. At the 1976 Olympic Games, 
Nadia, who was only fourteen, succeeded in 
(5)                                   (break) a world record. She 
managed (6)                                   (get) a perfect score 
of 10, which no gymnast had ever done before!

Infinitives

We can use the full infinitive after these verbs: afford, 
allow, arrange, ask, decide, encourage, hope, invite, learn, 
manage, need, offer, plan, promise, refuse, want, would like.
The scientist managed to do the experiment.

We also use the full infinitive after these adjectives: amazed, 
disappointed, excited, happy, proud, sad, sorry, surprised.
We were sorry to hear the bad news.

Note:  Do not confuse be used to + gerund (= something 
isn’t new or strange) and used to + bare infinitive 
(= past habit).

Match.

VocabularyVocabulary

1 athlete 

2 biologist 

3 musician 

4 lawyer 

5 politician 

6 writer 

a

d

b

e

c

f

managed (6) (get) a perfect sc
of 10, which no gymnast had ever done before!
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Complete the article with these sentences.

a  The woman’s eyes were still the same bright 
colour.

b Here they lived in crowded refugee camps.

c  She had four daughters, but one died as 
a baby. 

d  He said she was now living in the mountains 
of Afghanistan.

e  In one tent, a teacher was giving lessons to 
some girls.

ComprehensionComprehension

Complete the sentences with these words.

1 Meeting the president was a(n)                                experience.

2  The streets are always                                on market day.

3 I’ve got a(n)                                problem. Can you help me?

4 Famous people often                                in adverts on TV.

5  They went out of the back door to                                the 
photographers.

VocabularyVocabulary

appear   crowded   escape   serious   unforgettable

Read about the girl in this famous photo. Give three examples 
of difficulties that she has faced in her life.

ReadingReading

The Girl in the PhotoThe Girl in the Photo
You’ve probably seen this photograph before. It’s appeared on 
posters and in books and magazines all over the world. Until 
recently, however, nobody knew the name of the girl with the 
unforgettable green eyes. 

A photographer from ‘National Geographic’ magazine, Steve 
McCurry, took the photo in December 1984. He was at a 
refugee camp in Pakistan, where millions of Afghan people 
had gone to escape the war in their country. (1)            One of 
them who agreed to have her photograph taken was a shy 
student with beautiful green eyes.

Nearly twenty years later Steve McCurry went back to 
Pakistan to try to find the girl. McCurry began his search at 
the refugee camp where he had taken the original photo. He 
showed the girl’s photo to many people and by chance one 
man recognised her. (2)            He offered to help find her.

It took three days for the woman, who was now in her early 
thirties, to arrive. Although she looked very different from the 
girl in the photo, McCurry was sure she was the same person. 
(3)            An interpreter introduced her as Sharbat Gula and 
began telling her story.

When Sharbat was just a child, bombs had exploded in her 
village and killed her parents. She, her grandmother, her 
brothers and her sisters decided to leave Afghanistan and 
travel to Pakistan. (4)            This camp was like the one where 
McCurry took the photo.

Sharbat’s life continued to be hard. She never finished school 
and got married at the age of 16. (5)            Although she can 
write her name, she can’t read and she had never seen the 
famous photo of herself. She was surprised to hear that so 
many people around the world had admired it.

The first photograph was taken 

by the French scientist and 

inventor Joseph Niépce in 1826.

Guess what!Guess what!
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A  Complete the sentences with the gerund or the 
infinitive form of the verbs in brackets.

 1 Try                      (read) this book. I think you’ll like it.

 2  Did you remember                      (buy) theatre tickets?

 3  I don’t remember                      (see) your photo in 
that magazine.

 4  He began talking so we all stopped                      . (listen)

 5 They were tired, but they went on                      . (play)

B  Choose the correct answers.

 1  They forgot           if there were any new specimens in 
the lab.

  a check b to check c checking

 2  He started as a teacher but           become a famous 
singer.

  a going to b went on c went on to

 3 Anna hates           at photographs of herself.
  a looking b to looking c look

 4 When did you start to           books?
  a write b writing c be writing

 5 Stop          ! It isn’t funny!
  a to laugh b laughing c having laughed

GrammarGrammar

Gerunds and infinitives

These verbs can be followed by a gerund or an infinitive with 
no change in meaning: begin, continue, hate, like, love, start.
They continued waiting for hours. = They continued to wait 
for hours.

These verbs can be followed by a gerund or an infinitive but 
with a change in meaning: go on, remember, forget, stop, try.

They went on talking until midnight. (= continue)
He told us his name first and then went on to talk about the war. 
(= continued to talk about sth else)

She will remember to give the letter to John. 
(= remember first and then do sth)
I remember seeing a famous actor many years ago. 
(= remember sth happening before)

You forgot to lock the door! (= forget first and don’t do sth)
They forgot meeting me at the party. 
(= forget sth happening before)

We stopped talking in the museum. (= end an activity)
Why don’t we stop to have something to eat? 
(= end sth to do sth else)

I tried to get the dancer’s autograph after the show. 
(=make an attempt to do sth)
Try looking on the Internet for information about that athlete. 
(=do sth as an experiment)

 Listen and change the words in bold to make 
the sentences true.

1  Paul was with his sister and his mum 
when something serious happened.                      

2  The car went into some shallow 
water.                      

3  He and his family escaped through 
one of the car doors.                      

4  Paul swam for about twenty 
minutes.                      

5  The rescue team took Paul and 
his family to the nearest house.                      

ListeningListening

Circle the correct words.

1  How many people will give / take part in the race?

2  It is dangerous to give / take people a lift in 
your car.

3 Don’t move! I’m giving / taking a photo.

4  Christine’s dad gives/ takes care of her and her 
two sisters.

5  I can’t think of anything to say. Can you 
give / take me an idea?

6 Why don’t you give / take Liam a ring?

7 It gave / took a long time to find the information.

8 Give / Take my advice and don’t try to be a hero!

VocabularyVocabulary

Complete the sentences with these 
prepositions.

1  Ralph, who is                 his eighties now, 
was a soldier in the Second World War.

2  After they escaped, they hid                 ages 
until it was safe to come out.

3  I met the girl                 chance at a party 
and she told me her amazing story.

4  My father was                 of work when he 
started painting pictures.

5                  the age of five, she could play 
the violin. 

6  She didn’t do it                 purpose – it just 
happened.

PrepositionsPrepositions

at   by   for   in   on   out
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www.amazingkids.council

ReadingReading
Look at the website. Who do you think should 
be ‘Amazing Kid of the Month’? Why?

Welcome to the Amazing Kids Website! Here you can read 
about talented children from all over the world and vote for 
the Amazing Kid of the Month. 

This month we’re proud to introduce Gina Loletti from Italy, 
Brendan Butler from Canada and Helga Borgen from Sweden.

Gina Loletti, who is thirteen years old, got first prize in the ‘Young Cook 
of the Year’ competition and is now writing her own recipe book for 

kids. ‘I want it to be fun to read and easy enough for children to use,’ 
she says. Gina learned by observing her father, who’s also good at 

cooking, in the kitchen. She wants to encourage other children to cook 
because ‘everyone needs to eat so it’s a skill that will always be useful!’

Seventeen-year-old Brendan Butler used to love running until he was 
involved in a serious car accident three years ago. He lost part of one leg 

and didn’t even expect to walk again. Now he’s an athlete who has recently 
completed a marathon. ‘After my accident I wanted to give up,’ he says. 
‘But now I’m happy to be alive and able to continue running.’

Helga Borgen has always been good at science, but she thought it was 
too difficult to become an inventor. Then she heard about an accident 
that had happened when a car crashed into a train in her town. ‘That 
gave me an idea,’ says the clever sixteen-year-old. It took her over 
a year to invent a special gadget that tells car drivers when a 
train is coming. One company is already interested in selling 
it, so it may be in the shops soon!

Amazing Kids

ComprehensionComprehension
Answer the questions.

1 What was Gina the winner of?

2  How is Gina trying to encourage other children 
to cook?

3  Why is it surprising that Brendan Butler is 
an athlete?

4 How did Brendan feel three years ago?

5  When did Helga Borgen decide to invent 
something?

6 What does her invention do?
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Do you know a child who has a special ability 
or has done something amazing? Email us at 
amazingkids@mail.nl and tell us why he or 
she should appear on our website!
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Explaining with too and enough

too + adjective + full infinitive

Owen is too tired to play football. ( = Owen can’t play 

football because he is tired.)

(not) + adjective + enough + full infinitive

Mark’s not clever enough to be a scientist. (= Mark can’t 

be a scientist because he’s not very clever.)

Talk to your partner about the following situations. 

Practise the language above.

Jenny isn’t a good runner. She can’t win the race.

Carl is lazy. He won’t tidy his room.

Ben is excited about his birthday. He can’t sleep.

Lynn is very busy. She can’t help us.

  Say it like this!
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 Listen to two people talking about their 
children. What hobbies have the children got now? 
For questions 1-5, write a letter A-F next to each 
name. There is one extra letter which you do not 
need to use.

 NAMES PRESENT INTERESTS

1 Finn 

2 Poppy 

3 Sophie 

4 Julian 

5 Emily 

ListeningListening

Ask and answer questions with your partner. 
Student A should turn to page 130 and look at 
cards 1A and 2A. Student B should turn to page 132 
and look at cards 1B and 2B.

SpeakingSpeaking

B  Read this email that someone has sent to the 
‘Amazing Kids’ website and circle the correct words.

TaskTask

C  Write an email to the Amazing Kids website 
describing a friend of yours who is or has 
done something amazing. Say why he/she 
should be an ‘Amazing Kid of the Month’. 
Use the linking words from A and this plan 
to help you.

 Start like this: 
 Dear Amazing Kids,

 Paragraph 1
 Introduce the person you are going to describe.

 Paragraph 2
  Say: what he/she has done that’s amazing and 

what kind of person he/she is

 Paragraph 3
  Sum up why this person should be an ‘Amazing Kid 

of the Month’.

 Finish like this:
  All the best / Best wishes,

(your name)

D  Read your email and check that you have used 
the words and expressions from A correctly.

g

Dear Amazing Kids,

I’m writing to tell you about my friend, Nadia. 
I think she’s amazing enough to be on your 
website and I’m sure you’ll agree!

Nadia came to my country from Bulgaria when 
she was eight years old. (1) However / Although 
she didn’t speak English very well at first, she 
tried very hard to learn. Now (2) as well as / and 
speaking perfect English, she is one of the best 
students in my class! (3) Whereas / Apart from 
being clever, Nadia is a very nice person. She 
always tries to help her friends when they have 
a problem. (4) Both / In addition, she often takes 
care of her younger brothers so she doesn’t 
have much time to enjoy herself.

Nadia is both talented (5) but / and kind. 
That’s why I hope you will choose her to be an 
‘Amazing Kid of the Month’.

All the best,
Darren Hart

WritingWriting
Linking ideas
A  Look at the linking words in red in the examples 

below. In which group do they:

 1 add some new information?          

 2 contrast two different ideas?          

 a

 Tim is (both) kind and generous.

 As well as being a talented musician, Glenn is very clever.

 Apart from playing chess well, Vicky is a good dancer.

  Adam trains every evening. In addition, he sometimes 
goes running in the morning before school.

 b

 Angela is clever, but she’s very shy.

  Although Evelyn is only twelve, she’s a better tennis 
player than her father.

 Jenny loves sport whereas I prefer drawing.

  William is always happy to give people help when 
they need it. However, he never expects any thanks.

A art
B music
C computers
D photography
E writing
F horse riding
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